Day 2 – Wednesday 8 September (in-person and online)

Panel I (9.30 – 11.00 CET)

Andrea Leiter (University of Amsterdam), Delphine Dogot (Université Catholique de Lille)

 Tech-driven governance and international law: from hyperformalism to hyperfactualism

Sophia Mo (Graduate Institute)

 Propaganda in the Age of the Algorithm?

 Commentator – Daniela Gandorfer (UC Santa Cruz)

Panel II (11.15 – 12.45 CET)

Elif Mendos Kuşkonmaz (University of Porthsmouth)

 Challenging Surveillance by Algorithmic Solutions through Law: European Courts Responses and Questions Ahead

Emilie Van Den Hoven (VUB)

 The case for ‘international legal protection by design’

 Commentator – Dimitri Van Den Meerssche (Edinburgh Law School)

Panel III (14.00 – 15.30 CET) – online panel

Matthijs M. Maas (University of Cambridge)

 Rebooting International Law? AI and the Sources, Vectors, and Consequences of the Displacement of the International Legal Order

Angelina Fisher (NYU)

 Global Data Law (of the Sea): Double Encasement or the Opportunity to Reclaim the Commons

 Commentator – Gregor Noll (University of Gothenburg) (tbc)